EK BHARAT SHRESHTHA BHARAT

DATE: 30 DECEMBER 2019

INTRODUCTION:

We know in India we can find different category of people, in terms of culture. India is a land of “Unity in diversity”. The high mountain ranges, vast seas, large river-irrigation lands, countless rivers and streams, dark forest, sandy desert, all these have adorned India with an exceptional diversity. Among people there are numerous races, castes, creeds, religions and languages. To understand the diversity and culture of people living in the India MHRD organised student exchange program under Ek Bharat Shreshta Bharat where student from a particular region college visit another region college to understand their culture. The student exchange program between IIIT Nagpur and IIITDM Kurnool were take placed between 23 – 27 December 2019 where IIIT Nagpur visited IIITDM Kurnool.

Day 1 (23/12/19)

On first day Inauguration Ceremony was there. Where professor lighted the lamp and tell us about their college. After professors speech IIITDM student organised a small program of dancing and singing.

Day 2 (24/12/19)

There was an essay writing competition on the morning followed by one hour Telugu language workshop. At 2pm cooking competition was there where we cooked magglu a special dish made by our team after that treasure hunt competition was conducted where we come at the second place. At last we watched Rang de Basanti Movie.
Day 3 (25/12/19)

At morning We visited Rollapadu Wildlife sanctuary and then ABR Dam. After lunch we visit Konda Reddy Fort and then we walk through local area market and some nearby places.

Day 4 (26/12/19)

In the morning we visited Rock garden it was so beautiful that I can’t describe it by any word. it was one of the peaceful places I had visited ever. After lunch we visited Alampur Ancient temple.
Last day (27/12/19)

On last day they had organised traditional day on their college so all student were dressed up there traditional dresses and gather at seminar hall. In order to capture the movement small photo session was there.